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ISSUE 9

‘Listen, I beg of you’, cried the SAVAGE...’Lend me your ears.’

FROM THE EDITORS
An outsider in Aldous
Huxley’s Brave new World
John the Savage observes
the world around him
with eyes informed by the
works of Shakespeare.
Like John, SAVAGE Journal
looks to art, literature and
philosophy to enrich our
perception of modern life

SPRING 2019

6,000 years ago, the Neolithic inhabitants of Egypt began importing
lapis lazuli from Central Asian mountain ranges. Today, blue is not so
scarce. Instagram boasts a total of 122 million posts under the #blue
thread. From blue fingernails and blue highlighter pens, to bluebells
and the blue sea with blue litter floating in it, blue is everywhere.
The last few years have seen an dramatic increase in conversation
around mental health, a subject that has long been coloured blue.
Daisy Avis-Ward traces this development in hip-hop from the ’90s to
present day. For SAVAGE’s Our Voices platform, Simran Divatia and
Jade Burroughes have collected and curated personal testimonies
of students’ experiences of mental health in its myriad forms.

Cover Art by Hannah Gorlizki

Blue has come to symbolise one end of the strict gender binary that is
now widely challenged. Imogen Goddard looks at genderqueer pop
sensation King Princess who brings much-lacking representation for
those who do not subscribe to this binary. Olivia Tabai considers how
women have been sidelined from the world of art, and how blue features
in this history. Along this same thread, Alice Devoy interrogates some
of our assumptions surrounding the contraceptive pill, the potential
problems of which are laid bare in the third Our Voices testimony.
Pervading the visual arts, blue has constantly captured the artistic
imagination. Owen Monroe draws a comparison between Andy Warhol
and William Hogarth’s uses of the colour, despite their 200 year separation.
Kristie Lui shows how Indian-Hungarian painter Amrita Sher-Gil uses
blue to express her cultural duality and the experience of migration.
On this subject too, Maleeha Malik tints blue her discussion on the
struggles of refugees navigating migration procedures in Indonesia,
based on personally conducted interviews. Extending the conversation to
colour in general, Shanti Giovannetti-Singh asks how language affects the
way we see colour and read our literature. Olivia Daley also addresses how
colour works in the visual language of director Barry Jenkins’ filmography.
As SAVAGE passes its fifth birthday, we’d like to thank not just those who
contributed to Blue, but everyone who has made the journal what it is today.
Sadly this is the last issue we’re editing, but it’s been such a pleasure working
with all involved and we’re excited to see where the journal goes next!
With love,
Nick, Daniel and Freya
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ALICE DEVOY explores the issues surrounding the contraceptive pill.

A Bitter Pill to Swallow

OUR THOUGHTS

6

The contraceptive pill is commonly associated with the Free Love
movement, imagined to have sprung out of an impulse for sexual
liberation. There is a fallacy here – when the pill came out in the UK
in 1961, it was only legally available to married women. In 1967 the
law changed, allowing single women access to the pill. It was then
when sex was given the potential to become as much about female
desire as male. Sex could be untethered from procreative monogamy.
Today, there are ample contraceptive options for a woman to choose
from for all her baby-free needs, the pill being the most popular.
Doctors are waiting on the edge of their seats to prescribe, inject or
insert a woman with her chosen method of contraception. Teenage
pregnancy has fallen since 1969, women are getting married later
– and they are also suffering from a wide array of side effects.
The pill was initially marketed as completely safe, despite worry
from leading doctors about long-term side effects. It was only after
it had been prescribed to half a million women that people began
to look into the negative consequences. These are now common
knowledge to most women using the pill: acne, weight gain,
constant bleeding, decreased libido and, possibly, depression.
Women are prescribed the pill without a proper debrief of the
possible effects it could have. Doctors are not obliged to explain
them. There is a lack of valid scientific proof for them, not because
they do not exist, but because not enough proper studies have taken
place. What’s the need? Women keep taking the pill regardless
because they don’t want to get pregnant. The information is available,
but women are left to navigate the side-effects on their own.
When it comes to young women, doctors have an agenda to push
contraception. But when this clouds a full and open discussion of
the pill, we need to take a step back. What if these pills are causing
depression? Shouldn’t women’s mental health be as much a priority as
family planning? Depression warnings, when given, do raise placebo
concerns, but there might be fundamental problems with the drug
itself, and research has been insufficient given the weight of the issue.

OUR THOUGHTS

The general acceptance of flawed contraception speaks to a deeper
issue. Women are socialised to deal with discomfort. As a girl, the
only thing I learnt about losing my virginity was that it would hurt. The
idea of sex is first created for a girl as a state of pain. This is what we
are taught to find in a space that men expect solely to find pleasure in.
We are led to believe that sex is something that happens to us. And to
add to this expected discomfort is expected responsibility: we accept
the responsibility for contraception despite its damaging effects.
Male contraception exists: condoms or a vasectomy, that’s it. Apart from the
issues of user failure, condoms are often an unpopular choice. Some men feel
condoms hinder their ability to experience pleasure. When men are taught that
pleasure is their sole concern of sex, it is no wonder condoms aren’t popular.
Efforts have been made to develop alternative male contraceptives,
but pharmaceutical companies have failed to support research.
Those produced so far have not been passed due to side effects.
Gynaecologist Dr Mitra believes that the female pill wouldn’t be passed
today for similar reasons, and yet it has been taken by 200 million
women and is still the most popular form of contraception. Perhaps
the burden of contraception is placed on the woman because she
is the one with a womb; many women would feel vulnerable without
reproductive autonomy. Or perhaps, again, the issue is that women
are just expected to swallow a far from perfect pill, while men are not.
I’ve tried to find empowerment in the narrative of contraception being a
form of liberation. I think, in the end, the reason I’ve struggled to do this is
that I am not of the generation who experienced the initial thrill of the pill.
My eyes have been opened by twenty-first-century feminism. I am painfully
aware that so much of my life is controlled by systemic patriarchy and it
is hard to believe contraception isn’t just one more of these mechanisms.
For all its successes, contraception as it stands is fundamentally flawed.
The acceptance of potentially harmful contraception is complicit in female
discomfort, and its existence serves to perpetuate female subjection.

The pill has not changed since the 1960s and ‘new’ methods, such
as the coil date back to 1900. Innovation in this area has stagnated.
Again, women require contraception and are therefore forced to accept
these flawed methods. There is no economic demand for change
since pharmaceutical companies are still selling them comfortably.
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It was genocide. In January 2004, two blasts went
off near our house and 149 people were killed. The
house collapsed around us. My brother was injured
... The violence got worse and worse. I was working
for UNHCR at the time, but they couldn’t guarantee my
protection. I was threatened and kidnapped. Eventually,
my mother decided we had no choice but to leave.
Khatoun’s mother sold her house to raise enough money to buy her
and her brother, Hussain, passage to Indonesia where they hoped to
find a smuggler to take them the last perilous boat crossing to Australia.

We arrived off the coast of Sumatra, in a boat that
had come from Malaysia. It was raining and dark and
we had to jump off the boat and wade through the
shallows to get to the shore. The smugglers told us
to run through the jungle to a road where there would
be a car waiting. And so we did. I was covered in
scratches and mud. But even once we reached the cars
there was no place to change. I will never forget that.
She arrived in Indonesia in March 2013, expecting to stay in the country
for just seven days before going on to Australia. Indonesia, as the last
country in the journey east from Afghanistan, is the perfect jumpingoff point for such journeys. When Middle Eastern refugees first started
arriving in the late 1990s, it was fairly easy to enter and leave again by
boat through Indonesia’s porous border. By the time Khatoun arrived
in 2013, Indonesian and Australian immigration policies were radically
changing and it had become more and more difficult to gain access.

We spent days waiting, packed up and sitting by the
front door. Each day, the smuggler would call and say
he was coming but he never turned up. There were
more and more stories about boats sinking at sea.
We stayed with five boys on our first night in Jakarta.
They got on a boat that sunk ... But we felt we didn’t
have a choice. What was the point in coming so far?
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When their first and final attempt at crossing ended in disaster, Khatoun
and Hussain gave up.

Where the Boat Stopped

In January 2019, I had the opportunity to interview Khatoun*, a Hazara
refugee from Quetta, Pakistan in Indonesia. The Hazara are a Shia ethnic
minority from Afghanistan and Northern Pakistan. Historically, they have
faced long-standing discrimination from the majority Sunni populations,
culminating in increased violence and persecution by the Taliban in 2004.

MALEEHA MALIK charts the experience of refugees arriving in Indonesia.

Blue is the colour of journeys. It is the colour of the sea between
Indonesia and Australia, and Indonesia and Malaysia, murky and
deep. It’s the colour of striving and hope, regrets and failure.
It’s the colour of terror and choices. Shall I go or shall I stay?
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OUR THOUGHTS
My mother asked
conflict and war only
didn’t want to stay
refugees coming by

me, ‘What’s the point of leaving
to die in a boat on the ocean?’ We
but Australia had stopped accepting
boats. We decided to do it legally.

Doing it legally means registering with UNHCR in Jakarta and waiting
while they process your refugee application and attempt to resettle you
in a third country. Indonesia is not a signatory to the UN Convention
on Refugees and so, while they wait, refugees in Indonesia have little
access to basic rights, such as education, employment and healthcare.
Instead, they are left in a state of limbo, safe from the
bombs of their homeland but unable to rebuild their lives.
There are roughly 15,000 refugees in Indonesia, the majority of whom come from
Afghanistan. With the global number of refugees rising each year, and increased
humanitarian focus on Rohingya and Syrian refugees, those living in Indonesia
face growing waiting times. The situation is only compounded by relations with
Australia. In 2014, Australia declared it would not accept refugees who had
registered with UNHCR in Jakarta after June of that year. Illegal boats are refused
landing and alternative options for leaving Indonesia are rapidly dwindling.
Khatoun’s story has a happy ending. After seven and a half years in Indonesia, she
is on her way to Canada. But her story is the exception rather than the rule. UNHCR
has recently started telling people that they shouldn’t expect to be resettled in
their lifetimes. Instead, refugees in Indonesia are caught in an endless waiting
game, trapped in limbo, dreaming of the day when they can rebuild their lives.

In Pakistan, they kill us quickly. Here, they kill us slowly. They are
no better than the terrorists.

*Names have been changed for confidentiality purposes.
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A poem by SARAH ANG.

Ocean’s Child

READ

READ

They say my sister was born
at the point where the ocean meets the sky;
that she appeared nestled in an oyster,
washed by the waves onto our doorstep.
This, I can believe.
Salt lines my sister’s hair;
the ocean purrs under her tongue.
On clear days, her skin billows like a white sail in the wind,
on stormier ones, it undulates,
ripples pulsing from the crook of her elbow,
stretching out into the infinity of her fingertips.
Every photograph we take of her
smells faintly of the sea when printed.
Later, after she leaves,
we look at these pictures,
but they melt away at the edges,
cascading in droplets to the floor.
Water returns to water;
the river always flows back to the ocean’s embrace.
On the day my sister turns eighteen
the ocean seeks reclamation.
We find her sheets dripping water,
single conch shell left as gleaming centre-piece.
A seagull pecking at the window,
a trail of glistening sea foam in her wake.
We trace her footprints down to the front porch –
but they have evaporated against the heat of morning sun.
Green glass glimmers
against bone-dry sand.
Afterwards,
I press my head into her pillow,
try to piece together
the remnants of sea
she left behind.
Photography by Loukis Menelaou
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IMOGEN GODDARD discusses new queer icon King Princess.

‘Tell me why it’s wrong’

MUSIC

MUSIC
Mikaela Straus is changing the scene of pop music. She’s 20, plays
guitar, and is from Brooklyn. Oh, and she’s gay and genderqueer.
She’s not your course-mate or that-person-who-lives-down-yourcorridor. She’s the singer-songwriter known as King Princess,
who is ready to take on the world of pop and mainstream music.
She walks the line between being exceptional and ordinary.
Straus might sound like a standard aspirational pop-singer, writing about
the cycles of falling in love and breaking up, but her music is unique in its
representation of gay and genderqueer people. Whether this is by writing
lyrics about women, or through her music videos, her explicitly queer love
stories are unparalleled in the overwhelmingly cis/het pop mainstream.
The stage-name ‘King Princess’ is a contradiction, a fun juxtaposition that
playfully meddles with gender norms. Nothing is too serious here. In an interview
for NME Straus addressed her light-heartedness, saying ‘Being silly is really
underrated right now because everything’s so fucking serious.’ Television
shows like Parks and Recreation, which inspired her growing up, are not ‘too
cringey serious,’ she says. Despite her unique position as an openly queer
artist, she does not overtly politicise her music. Instead, she is simply herself.
Her first song ‘1950’ is partly inspired by the 1952 lesbian-romance novel The
Price of Salt (better known for its film adaptation, Carol). The lyric ‘I love it when
we play 1950’ recurs in each verse in tribute to a time when gay people had
to hide their love in public as Therese and Carol do in the novel. Now that it is
easier to be openly gay in many places (though of course not all), pretending
that queer expressions of love have to be kept behind closed doors becomes
a game for Straus. The song recalls when this was not the case, even though
today she can sing ‘make them know that you’re with me’ in public and in private.
As well as delving into the queer culture of the past, ‘1950’ also explores the
changeability of gender. The line ‘Did you mean it when you said I was pretty?’
is a recognition that it can be satisfying to feel feminine sometimes. There is
power in simply stating the thrill of being called pretty regardless of whether
you are more ‘butch’ or ‘femme’, or do not subscribe to the gender-binary.
In ‘Talia’, her next single, Straus uses the music video to paint a picture of
affectionate queer love over one of objectifying male heterosexual desire.
Not only does it portray a lesbian relationship, but a sex doll stands in for
the absent lover. While society usually sees sex dolls as symbols of ultimate
female passivity under men, to be used or abused, Straus shows us a gay
girl treating it with love and respect. It is ironic and funny, but also tender and
sweet. It is sexual but only because she misses her lover, and is a welcome
contrast to the hypersexualisation so often associated with queer love.
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A year after the release of ‘1950’, Straus’ newest single ‘Pussy Is God’
was announced. From the title, it is evident that this song is more explicitly
concerned with women and sex. While we are used to overt objectification
in pop music – Robin Thicke’s ‘Blurred Lines’ springs to mind – we rarely
have a lesbian perspective on women as the object of attraction. It is
refreshing to have a lesbian making music that is obviously about girls,
since gay women are so often the object of the male gaze in media.
‘Pussy is God’ does not actually sexualise women. The song is simply a
means for Straus to talk about her girlfriend with respect and admiration: ‘Your
pussy is God and I’m falling / We’re on the same wave when we’re talking’.
Sex is so often the subject of pop music, but it is usually heterosexual. Straus
reclaims the trope of the hypersexualisation of women for the queer community.
Straus’ art is not deliberately political, but it becomes so because she is
openly queer in a cis, heterosexual society and industry. So is it wrong
to focus on her queerness and to politicise her music, rather than just
appreciating its romance narratives and pop aesthetic? Straight artists are
not automatically subjected to such politicisation – no cishet white male
artist instantly becomes the figurehead for those who share his identity.
Eventually, when expressing gayness and queerness in music is no
longer so unusual, figures like King Princess won’t immediately bear the
responsibility for representing their community. For the time being, though,
Straus’ audience appreciates her openness and authenticity – one fan called
her ‘Lesbian Jesus’ – and continues to focus on her queerness in order
to celebrate it. By bringing gay culture into the mainstream, she is casually
political, without losing her humour, silliness, and down-to-earth nature.
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PERA CUMUR discusses rock’n’roll’s appropriation of
African American tradition.

From Blues to Business

MUSIC
‘If I could find a white man who had the Negro sound and
the Negro feel, I could make a billion dollars.’
– Sam Phillips, Sun Records founder
The Blues was not born in the fifties wrapped in leather and driving a
Chevrolet. Blues music was born out of pain and oppression. Its roots
were shaped by the unspeakable misery of enslaved African Americans.
It was formalised in the late nineteenth century, popularised in the
early twentieth century, before being appropriated by the white music
industry in the ‘50s and turned into what we we now know as ‘rock’n’roll’.
Blues was the music of Depression-era Harlem and New Orleans, not a rich
man’s pastime. So how did these modern elegies turn into into a multi-billion
dollar industry?
In 1954, Sam Phillips, proprietor of a small label called Sun Records in
Memphis, Tennessee, decided to give a chance to a local poor white
youngster. In doing so, he pulled the trigger of rock’n’roll and shot Elvis
Presley* to stardom with the song ‘That’s All Right (Mama)’. But this song, which
made Philips so wealthy, was in fact written eight years earlier by Arthur ‘Big
Boy’ Crudup, an African American blues musician from the Mississippi Delta.
Originating in the Deep South, where slavery had been most prominent, the
Blues genre emerged out of African American hardship. Descending from the
musical traditions of work songs and spirituals, Blues is characterized by a
call-and-response format and the use of specific ‘blue notes’, usually flattened
thirds of fifths in typical musical scales. Sharing the same core instruments,
song structures and a desire to express raw emotions, rock’n’roll, along
with its many descendent traditions, finds its musical origins in the blues.
‘That’s All Right (Mama)’ was not the only of Crudup’s songs covered by Elvis.
Others such as ‘My Baby Left Me’ and ‘So Glad You’re Mine’ became some
of rock’n’roll’s earliest and best known anthems. While African Americans
faced segregation and other racial discrimination in the 1950s, white
Americans were ‘making it big’ by appropriating traditions rooted in a cultural
history of trauma – a trauma caused in the first place by white America.
At this time when popular culture was first emerging, being white made it
easier to secure support from the industry outside the realm of ‘race records’
(marketed only to an African American audience). Sam Phillips hit the jackpot
when he found a teen who, as blue as his voice sounded, remained white.
While Elvis became the ‘King’ and lived as such, Crudup, ‘the Father of
Rock and Roll’, was deprived of royalties. He eventually stopped recording
in the 1950s and ended up as a field labourer in Virginia. He said of this
injustice: ‘I realised I was making everybody rich, and here I was poor.’²
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MUSIC

MUSIC

The thriving entertainment industry of the 1950s touted rock as a mode of
rebellion, with white icons flying the banner. Icons like Presley, Brando, and
Dean became role models for white youth seeking to be free of an outdated
moral code dictated by parents of a pre-war generation. Propelled by an
unprecedented purchasing power, this generation indulged in records, cars
and leather jackets in an attempt to distinguish themselves in an age of
growing consumption.
Despite rock’s laurels arguably resting on the exploitation of an
oppressed culture, it has also been argued that its boisterous
rhythm propagated peace across communities, with the blend
of black and white traditions fostering interracial communication.
Alan Freed, son of a Russian Jewish immigrant and a Welsh-American
mother, championed the intersection of rock and blues as a means of
challenging the boundary between white and black, rallying the airwaves
against the racist establishment. His radio show provided a platform
for African American artists, playing original tracks rather than their
white covers. He organised concerts that were open to all, providing a
space for black and white youth to mingle. His Moondog Coronation Ball
of 1952 was so overcrowded that it had to be shut down by the police.
Freed’s stance eventually attracted the wrath of the authorities and other
custodians of ‘morality’. His TV show The Big Beat was prematurely cancelled
after only four weeks in 1957 when Frankie Lymon, an African American
singer of the band The Teenagers, was shown dancing with a white woman.
Thankfully, decades of fight for equality have significantly alleviated the
situation and yielded a postmodern society in which such segregation
would be unthinkable. But if today white youth culture is endowed with a
well-established tradition of rebellion, it is because the music that helped
this process stemmed partially from the hardship of black Americans.
Rock’n’roll was a pivotal moment in the history of music, but its first riff
was an echo of the sound of blues and of the voices of the great African
American personalities behind it.
That should not be forgotten.

*TW: mention of physical and emotional abuse.
SAVAGE would like to note that figures mentioned in this article have been accused of abuse or misconduct. While this
was not strictly relevant to the article, we believe it too important not to mention. These are only the allegations to the
extent of our knowledge. Elvis Presley dated underage girls and was allegedly sexually involved in them, constituting
statutory rape, as well as being physically and emotionally abusive to partners.

1. Russell, Tony (1997). The Blues: From Robert Johnson to Robert Cray. Dubai: Carlton Books. p.
105
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Crudup

Artwork by Aimee Henderson

2. Szatmary, David (2014). Rockin’ in Time. Upper Saddle River, New Jersey: Pearson
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DAISY AVIS-WARD explores hip-hop’s changing approach to
mental health.

Boys Don’t Cry.

MUSIC

MUSIC
CN: mentions of suicide
From Biggie’s* 1994 hit ‘Suicidal Thoughts’ to Kid Cudi’s 2016 song ‘Wounds’,
issues of mental illness and suicide have been present in hip-hop for decades.
Yet with suicide fast becoming the leading cause of death for young men in
America¹, there is a growing need for mental health to be discussed more in
mainstream media. In February 2012, rappers Joey Bada$$ and Capital Steez
released the song ‘Survival Tactics’ on YouTube. That year, on the night of
December 24th, Capital Steez stood on the roof of the Cinematic Music Group
headquarters in Manhattan and tweeted ‘the end’, before jumping to his death.
Hip-hop has long reflected on the cultural imbalances of society, whether
political, economic or racial. In line with this tradition, contemporary artists are
giving a voice to the voiceless through this lyrical exploration of mental health.
Hyper-masculinity has suffocated much of the discourse around mental
health in hip-hop. Growing recognition of this has allowed artists greater
vulnerability in their lyrics. Throughout the ’90s, rap that championed a
rhetoric of misogyny and toxic masculinity dominated the charts – the
music was typically paired with visuals of tits, asses and cash. Fragility
was not a part of it. When Wu-Tang Clan or Tupac* talked about their
struggles it wasn’t to emphasise any weaknesses, but rather to highlight
their ability to pull themselves out of these situations and gain success.
Contemporary hip-hop is beginning to encourage a view of vulnerability not
as a surmounted obstacle, but an opportunity for introspection. Contrast Kid
Cudi’s lyrics from 2016 ‘Wounds’ (‘Hmmm, of course we all have times when
we’re weak / Where you cannot find the version of yourself you seek’) with Mobb
Deep’s 1995 ‘Shook Ones Part II’ (‘Rock you in your face, stab your brain wit
your nose bone / You all alone in these streets, cousin / Every man for they self
in this land we be gunning’). Both artists respond to feelings of isolation and
failure, one with reflection and the other with aggression. Kid Cudi’s ability to
articulate weakness challenges an essential trope of masculinity, suggesting
a seismic shift in hip-hop’s depiction of maleness and its culture altogether.

The glorification of drug abuse as a coping mechanism is also becoming
a common trope. Though drugs have always featured in hip-hop, the
recent deaths of Lil Peep and Mac Miller have brought these issues into
the limelight. The narcotised sound of Migos or Lil Peep’s music creates
an unmistakably hazy atmosphere, complementing lyrics like: ‘I hear
voices in my head, they tellin’ me to call it quits / I found some Xanax in my
bed, I took that shit, went back to sleep’ (‘Praying to the Sky’ by Lil Peep).
’90s hip-hop chronicled drug use as a pleasurable experience in relaxed
settings, whereas the way Peep or Miller talk about drugs feels more like a
necessary means of escape. The most shocking part about the suicides
or overdoses of rappers is that their cries for help are often public, yet
go unanswered. A few hours before his death Lil Peep wrote, ‘I need
help but not when I have my pills but that’s temporary one day maybe
I won’t die young and I’ll be happy?’ On reflection it was a cry for help and
yet it was seen as a mere part of the emo rap aesthetic he had curated.
In some respects, there’s little difference between The Geto Boys’ 1991
‘Mind Playing Tricks on Me’ and Lil Uzi Vert’s 2017 ‘XO TOUR Lif3’. Both
admit to mental health problems but provide no solutions. Some artists are
working to change this, such as Logic and Loyle Carner. Logic’s ‘1-800-2738255’, named after the suicide prevention hotline, could not be more literal
in its attempt to provide help. His performance at the 2017 VMA’s brought
much of the audience to tears and resulted in a 50% increase in calls.
The erosion of powerful notions of toxic masculinity and shame has created
some space for a discussion around the mental health of artists in the
21st century. Hip-hop has the power to de-stigmatise mental health but
currently the majority of artists are instead normalising self-medication
and stifling the conversation. The genre could catalyse increased
awareness and should be used to mobilise social change as it has before.

Despite this, a prevailing attitude of shame still lingers around mental
health. Though rappers’ lyrics often reference depression and suicidal
tendencies, their experiences of this can appear shrouded in secrecy.
When Kanye West admitted himself into hospital in 2016 the media labelled
him ‘crazy’, while Kanye called it a ‘breakthrough’.² In 2018, he returned
to the limelight with little explanation and released the album Ye, with
‘I love being bi-polar it’s awesome’ on the cover. There is still a stigma
attached to seeking help, and the media’s depiction of mental illness
often contradicts the efforts rappers are making break down this stigma.
*TW: mention of physical and emotional abuse.
SAVAGE would like to note that figures mentioned in this article have been accused of abuse or misconduct. While this
was not strictly relevant to the article, we believe it too important not to mention. These are only the allegations to the
extent of our knowledge. The Notorious B.I.G. (Biggie) was allegedly abusive towards former girlfriend Lil Kim. Tupac
Shakur was convicted of rape in 1993.
1. https://www.economist.com/democracy-in-america/2018/06/15/americas-rising-suicide-rate
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2. https://www.hotnewhiphop.com/kanye-west-reportedly-hospitalized-in-los-angeles-news.25631.html
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PERA CUMUR interviews Moina Leahy and Freya Tate of live film and
experimental performance duo, Mermaid Chunky.

Mermaid Chunky Interview

LISTEN
How would you describe Mermaid Chunky in 3 words?
Moina: Frantic.
Freya: Yeah frantic, remedial homework.
M: ‘Toomuchfun’ is one word.
F: It is.
(laughs)
How did you two meet?
F: We both grew up in Stroud, but we met in Brighton four years ago. I
was studying music in Brighton and Moina just kept showing up.
M: First proper day we spent together we were sitting on Brighton Beach.
It was so sunny and beautiful … Then I looked over at Freya and she was
just totally engrossed in a very freaky, baby blue gameboy. That’s when
I knew she was one to keep an eye on, lots of surprises in store, too
exciting for me.
Tell us about the craziest performance you’ve done.
F: I think it’s probably the Tiny Dog Wedding. We put on a dog wedding
event and there were lots of tiny dogs. We even flew a pastor in from
Vegas.
M: Okay, maybe this needs more explanation. (laughs) One day, artist
Holly English, my good friend and studio neighbor, found a whole box
of tiny ceramic dogs. We realised two of them in particular were deeply
in love and needed to be married. Me and Freya got very involved in
musical ceremonials and decoration to create this marriage for those two
tiny dogs.
F: Yeah we’ve made some dog-themed songs as well and had DJs who
played dog-themed songs, we had a buffet…
How does fashion play a role in your project?
F: We started off with costumes way back in the beginning and got very
excited.
M: Last year, we sewed ourselves medieval get ups for our annual Winter
Solstice event ‘The Darkest Night’. They were all covered in these long
spiraling strips of wool. Freya accidentally put the needle through the
middle of her finger whilst she was sewing her woolen trousers. She just
kept sewing though, she knew how important it was to get the costumes
done before the solstice sun rise. I guess that gives you a sense of how
integral costumes, sculptures and films are to us.
F: We are currently working with fashion designer Milligan Beaumont.
She’s incredible. She moved to Stroud last year.
M: It’s very tingly spotting a new young face in a small hometown of very
familiar characters. Milligan’s got such a look … as soon as we saw her
we knew she had something exciting going on. Her work is really taking
off this year, her graduate collection has been touring with Christina
Aguilera.

LISTEN
F: We’ve worn her garments for special performances. Her signature
style is really heavy embroidered jackets and kimonos … We are also
about to record our track ‘These Girls’ to be played as part of Flo Grellier’s St Martins fashion show.
What is your greatest inspiration?
F: I think reading Viv Albertine’s [guitarist from the all-female punk band
The Slits] book was really good because all the stages of her life are so
interesting. She completely stopped doing music for years and then she
was really heartbroken she couldn’t do it so she went back to it. I’ve had
sort of a slightly similar thing with when I graduated form music school,
doing classical piano and really injured my hands. I had to stop for ages
so Mermaid Chunky rose from the ashes. You can always evolve and do
something new and come back to it.
Do you have a dream place to perform at?
M: Maybe a floating one… Like a sea one nighttime.
F: On a bit of foam cuz it’s the middle of the ocean.
Where do you see yourselves in five years?
F: Late Junction.
M: On a Wednesday.
F: In the morning. (laughs) Yeah just keep going with it and keep performing in 5 years.
M: It’s just really exciting to have this chance to bring people all together.
Mermaid Chunky is us two but it’s also a platform to meet loads of really
great people and just showcase what they are doing and bring all of that
together. We’ve collaborated with some amazing artists and filmmakers
like Alex Merry, Verity Monroe, Megan Crua, May Darbyshire, Jessie
James, Jessie Evans, Bert Mclean, Isobel Ann Joy Harper, Sean Heather, Kate Merry. It feels like a big stew that everyone is slopping around
in … swanning together to share all the flavors. The artists we’ve had the
chance to perform with in the past few years has been so inspiring …
Yama Warashi, Comet is Coming, Anchorsong, Capitol K, Boss Morris.
Who knows what will happen in five years, I just know we are having
such a lush feast right now, it’s such a party … everyone needs to join in.

Find Mermaid Chunky on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/mermaidchunky/, or on Instagram @mermaidchunky.
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A poem by BENEDICT MORGAN.

Now

READ

READ

then your teeth
Not being yours any more
move towards your heart:
pressure, and the treesteeples
are far too tall – and this moment
too much momentness
I’m not listening
no far too much
help me, hold
me – how ridiculous I look then now
deciding what shirt to wear, when
we could be
dying – we are, in fact

And we run our hands down lines to find
‘Cause’ somewhere in the tangle of our past
lives/Life. Sorry. And elapsing as soon as
I should eat something
Because the music is playing now
Not then
I think its just a case of
Sitting it out - like when we were
by beauty, but fear I mean I we
could break through now– when we chased
significance up there and into all that
			blue

dying
as in speech:
there’s nothing you can
say. The day stole our adjectives but
I loved you.
shredding all that grass,
sand–scrape out a tiny

Artwork by Lucy Smallbone

uterus and 		
Back
to Blood – the warmth of the convex bank
The crumb of 		
I
found on the tip of my
How Shocking
panic in their eyes
Understanding.
‘Til it passes, as things do.
I regret everything I
Haven’t

my eyes and no

said

/
		said.
i mean, should I call you –
when there aren’t trees and
sand
soil
because
I’m really scared
It’s the drugs 		
probably.
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OLIVIA TABAI examines the historical dismissal of female painters
from Byzantine to Baroque art.

Female art, Male Canon
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In January 2019, scientists discovered ultramarine powder in the dental
plaque of a medieval woman’s body. The pigment was identified as lapis
lazuli. This is not an insignificant detail. The implications of this discovery
continue to ripple and proliferate, altering the way in which we view medieval
art. If this woman was working with lapis lazuli, then she would have been
creating the decorative marginalia of illuminated manuscripts. And if she was
illuminating manuscripts, then other women were too. We can no longer go
on believing that it was only pious men who took up this task; experiences of
female piety in art histories of the Latin West can no longer be marginalised.
Artemisia Gentileschi, c. 1633-5, The Death of Cleopatra, oil on
canvas, 117 x 175.5 cm. Private collection, Rome.

However, occasionally someone alters the balance, changing the narrative surrounding
women in art. Italian Baroque painter Artemisia Gentileschi was one such person:
a female artist taking advantage of the rare attention her artwork received, due to
her father being an artist, to create depictions of women with far more complexity.

Lapis lazuli fragment emerging from the jaw of a medieval woman. Source: Christina Warinner.

The dismissal of female artists pervades Western art history. We assume
that female artists were categorically marginalised, and to an extent this
holds true. However, upon closer inspection, this is not always the case.
From Giotto to Picasso* and beyond, blue is inextricably linked to the way in
which we perceive the feminine in art. We can track the progress of women in
art through this colour, entangled as it is in a complex web of religion, politics,
and gender. In particular, tracing representations of women in relation to blue
steers our focus of discussion to depictions of the Madonna. Here, investigating
blue calls us to question a problematic understanding of singular iconographic
dimensions of female representation within art history. Mary’s status as a prominent
religious figure makes her a key example of this, with her likeness appropriated
in order to convey various messages throughout Western Christian history.
There is no more widespread example of the use of blue in relation to the
feminine than in Renaissance depictions of the Madonna: her signature blue
cloak often reduces her to a symbol of purity. Its ultramarine hue, usually
produced from the precious lapis lazuli gemstone, has come to be associated
with her chastity. This creates a visual connection between symbolism and
colour – but misses the objectified woman through which the symbol passes.
Such reductions of the Madonna have been reproduced constantly from
early Byzantium onwards, and Mary is not the only woman who has been
diminished to a singular attribute. Countless reproductions of Leonardo
da Vinci’s Mona Lisa have caused the general discussion surrounding
the painting to focus upon whether the subject is smiling or not. This
similarly diminishes her other aspects to favour just one physical feature.

Gentileschi’s The Death of Cleopatra is a significant example of this. The pharaoh lies dead,
whilst two maidservants – one weeping, one staring worriedly – enter the room. Unlike
the many representations of the Pietà, where Mary is eternally depicted mourning over
her son and receiving no comfort herself, Gentileschi’s Cleopatra is mourned over by her
female servants. There is a sense of sisterhood in this painting and a sense of closeness
between women that is notably absent in the canon of art history. Gentileschi elevates
women in her paintings by making them active rather than passive participants in her work.
The blue cloth that covers Cleopatra’s waist seems to allude to depictions of the Madonna, but in doing so offers a clear subversion. For the colour blue not only symbolises purity, but can also be found adorning Roman legionaries or other such men of
honour in early modern artwork. It is associated with reliability, stability, and therefore
good leadership. Gentileschi appropriates these masculine associations in order to
highlight the powerful leadership of her subject. In doing so, she reclaims the validity of female power, reiterating pluralities in female narratives. Cleopatra’s chest appears to have pectoral muscles, and the fabric draped across her is undeniably evocative of Jesus’ loincloth. Cleopatra performs masculine associations in order to convey
a subversive sense of heroism and tragedy to the presumably male Baroque viewer.
There is still a way to go before we disentangle female artists and depictions of the
feminine from the male gaze that a vast amount of work panders to. Gentileschi’s artworks, though progressive in her depiction of powerful women, portrays power through
masculine terms and sensibilities. Colour is one way to trace this perpetuation. Whilst it’s
informative when discoveries such as the lapis lazuli in the teeth are made, it is more
important that such findings prompt us to reconsider our habitual engendering of colour. The lapis lazuli woman is a sign of an optimistic future, one where we acknowledge
the contributions made by female artists. Fleeting discoveries become lasting histories.

*TW: mention of sexual assault and misconduct.
SAVAGE would like to note that figures mentioned in this article have been accused of abuse or misconduct. While this was not
strictly relevant to the article, we believe it too important not to mention. These are only the allegations to the extent of our knowledge. Picasso was allegedly abusive towards the women he painted including his wife Marie-Thérèse Walter.
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OWEN MONROE compares Andy Warhol and William Hogarth’s
approaches to their relative cultures.

Blue Jackie and Blue Jacket
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Before I left New York to study abroad, the city was abuzz with Warhol*. The
Whitney Museum of American Art was exhibiting a retrospective, Andy Warhol
– from A to B and Back Again. The exhibition showcased rarely-seen images
Warhol made as a young artist working in advertising. Warhol’s famous soup
cans, his Brillo boxes, and his celebrity prints were all on display. But it was
his Death and Disaster series that caught my eye. The series captures postwar
American visual culture at a time when the nation’s economy was booming.
Its world power was growing, surpassing the global strength and influence
of Western Europe after the devastation of the Second World War. The
artworks depict cultural icons, such as Jackie Kennedy, to encapsulate midtwentieth-century American unrest as a result of both rapid economic growth
and postwar chaos. Warhol envisions the American Dream in its nightmarish
twentieth-century incarnation, and uses blue to characterise death and disaster.
At the National Gallery in London, I saw Hogarth also using colours as a
social symbol in his series of paintings Marriage A-la-Mode, produced
between 1743 and 1745. Hogarth’s Marriage A-la-Mode and Warhol’s
1964 Nine Jackies utilise blue to highlight cultural conflict in the artworks.
Where Marriage A-la-Mode depicts the tension of a turbulent affair,
Warhol’s cultural anxieties lie in his outlandish blue vision of postwar
America and its cultural figures. Through their images, both artists criticise
the excess of turmoil bred from everyday compliance to consumerism.
Nine Jackies is certainly the most haunting set of prints in Death and
Disaster. It consists of re-printed voyeuristic newspaper images of
America’s widowed First Lady. We are met with three bright blue images
of Jackie Kennedy smiling, her husband’s face barely visible behind her.
Below are three grey pictures of Jackie staring soberly at the President’s
coffin. Finally, an image features an eerie close up of her blank face at
Lyndon Johnson’s swearing in, printed once more in blue. These images
present a dystopian vision of mid-twentieth-century America, conflating the
bright and garish advertisement industry with devastated cultural icons.
William Hogarth, Marriage A-la-Mode: 1, The Marriage Settlement from Marriage A-la-Mode, c. 1743.
Oil on Canvas, 70.5 x 90.8 cm, The National Gallery, London.

Andy Warhol, Nine Jackies, 1964.
Acrylic, oil, and screenprint on linen
153.4 × 122.6 cm, Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York.

Andy Warhol, Untitled, 1968.
Screenprints, sheet: 53.2 × 53.2 cm
Whitney Museum of American Art,
New York.
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Marriage A-la-Mode chronicles the tragic union of an earl’s son and the
daughter of a wealthy merchant. In Hogarth’s narrative, the young husband
is adulterous and sick with a venereal disease, while his wife also has an
affair with her lawyer. The lawyer stabs and kills the earl’s son, causing the
wealthy widow to commit suicide. Throughout the series, the young husband’s
diseased body and bleeding wounds are hidden under a dazzling blue jacket.

When Indian-Hungarian painter Amrita Sher-Gil returned to India in 1934, after
many years sojourned in Paris, modern painting was in a state of decay. SherGil criticised The Bengal School – a movement hailed as the ‘Renaissance
of Indian Painting’– for what she considered to be the stagnation of Indian
painting. She bemoaned that the school was ‘more exotic than genuinely
Indian.’¹ Indeed, shouldn’t South Asian art be defined in its own right,
relative to its own histories rather than Europe’s? Why, for example, can The
Bengal School only be validated by comparison to the Italian Renaissance?

Hogarth’s marriage-for-money tragedy is packaged up in this blue casing,
closely resembling the role of blue in Death and Disaster. Warhol sets
murder next to images and emblems of everyday American consumerism,
for example, Marilyn Monroe against the devastated First Lady. In parallel to
this, Marriage A-la-Mode shows the dark and violent side of London’s middleclass, new prosperity, and power traced through an expensive blue jacket.
Warhol and Hogarth present the tragedies of affluent and purportedly
progressive urban society. Their artworks find common ground in their
expressions of disillusionment. But the individual, who does not exist in a
vacuum, is a component of the political system within which they exist: it is
through the very systems of consumerism they decry that they have become
the icons they are. In Warhol’s ironic glorification of celebrities, he became
one himself. As the patron-less and self-made Hogarth criticised London’s
new-money elite, he joined it. These artists are critical of the violence and
vast wealth disparity and their respective cultures produced, yet could not
help but be drawn in by wealth’s irresistible charms, its materials and image.
It is a terrifying tension that resonates with a contemporary viewer who is faced
more immediately than in recent history with the dangerous consequences of our
politics, yet cannot step out of the culture of consumption. In this way, both artists
illustrate and embody this hypocrisy in their relative eras. The great accomplishment
of Warhol and Hogarth is their presentation of this great contradiction, one that
can be traced through the sombre blue Jackie, and the shining blue jacket.
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*TW: mention of sexual misconduct.
SAVAGE would like to note that figures mentioned in this article have been accused of abuse or misconduct. While this
was not strictly relevant to the article, we believe it too important not to mention. These are only the allegations to the
extent of our knowledge. Andy Warhol has been accused of misogynistic mistreatment of some of the female subjects of
his art.

-Giorgio Bassani, ‘Saluto a Roma’ (1945)

Let me return to my home town entombed
In grass as in a warm and high sea.
-translation by Jhumpa Lahiri

Sher-Gil, who questioned Eurocentric terms used to evaluate Indian art,
sought to reanimate Indian painting. Her portraits of women, produced
while relocating from Hungary to India, was a way of expressing her
own experiences of melancholy caused by bouts of homesickness.
‘The Little Girl in Blue’ is one such portrait. Emanating from SherGil’s meditations on displacement, it is a musing on what it means
to simultaneously feel both a sense of belonging and alienation.
Born in Budapest in 1913 to a Hungarian mother and Sikh father, Amrita SherGil trained at the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris. Her assimilation of twentiethcentury South Asian and European styles stemmed from a desire to explore
the heritage of her Indian family. In a letter to her mother, she declared:
I wish to return [to India] primarily in the interest of my artistic
development. … How utterly mistaken you are when you speak
of a lack of interest in India, its culture, its people, its literature.²
Upon her arrival in Amritsar, she stayed in her uncle’s home, where The Little
Girl in Blue was painted in 1934. Her use of colours is distinctly Indian, with
modulating flesh tones framing the dignified poise of both figures. Meanwhile,
the background is rendered in the style of European post-impressionism.
The cumulation of colour and technique deviated from the French Modernist
schools of painting, and it became impossible to distinguish the artwork as
the result of a singular style. Instead, Sher-Gil defined her painting through
her own cultural plurality, producing a new visual language of amalgamation.

1 A. Sher-Gil as quoted in ‘Indian Art Today’ in The Indian Listener, 19 August 1941, in V. Sundaram, Amrita Sher-Gil: A
Portrait in Letters & Writings, Vol. 2. Tulika Books, New Delhi, 2010, p. 733-735.
2. V. Sundaram, Amrita Sher-Gil: A Portrait in Letters & Writings, Volume 2, Tulika Books, New Delhi, 2010, p. 164-165.

Homecoming

Lascia ch’io torni al mio paese sepolto
Nell’erba come in un mare caldo e pesante:

KRISTIE LUI examines painter Amrita Sher-Gil’s articulation of home in
her artwork The Little Girl in Blue.

Hogarth’s paintings of London brought Warhol and his New York back to
my mind. Both Warhol and Hogarth were urban print artists and defining
figures in their respective scenes. They curated distinctive views of their
societies, albeit in very different time periods. Both artists’ societies were
going through seismic changes, Hogarth’s England deeply impacted
by industrialisation, and Warhol’s America by mass consumer culture.
Centuries apart, both depict their respective urban societies and criticise
the effects of consumer capitalism, yet are still deeply complicit in it.
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Blue tones underscore the composition, found in the flesh, cloth, and
background. Art historian Yashodhara Dalmia contextualises this technique,
arguing that the artwork ‘was a direct transference of her last phase in
Paris, during which green and blue were a preoccupation.’³ Blue not only
preoccupied Sher-Gil’s technical development in her evolving use of paint, but
also was symbolic of a shared melancholy between Sher-Gil and the little girl.
A young girl, Sher-Gil’s cousin Babit, sits against a vague backdrop framed with
dried grass and dusty greenery. She gazes into the mid-horizon deep in thought.
The thinness of paint is visible, producing a raw tone of introspection. Dressed
in cerulean, she contrasts with the nameless older woman in pink, who sits
upright in apprehensive supervision. The anonymity of this woman is intentional,
and perhaps allows for her to be the artist’s self-representation – Sher-Gil
shows herself watching Babit’s introspection. Babit’s gaze, in turn, extends
out of the frame. This reflective exchange narrates melancholy in coming-ofage: Babit’s growth from childhood corresponds with Sher-Gil’s own growth
into adulthood, instigated by her move from Europe, and gently imagined in
this painting. In Amritsar, she was re-immersed into the pathos of adolescence.

Amrita Sher-Gil, The Little Girl in Blue, c. 1934
Oil on canvas, 48 x 40.6 cm, private collection

When I encountered Jhumpa Lahiri’s translation of Giorgio Bassani’s
poem ‘Saluto a Roma’, I was reminded of The Little Girl in Blue. The
maternal tone of the painting is echoed in Bassani’s desire to return home.
Earthy notes of blue and the soft gazes of both figures in the painting
resonate with the poet’s atmospheric description of a warm sea. SherGil’s sureness of hand is evidenced in the deliberate brushwork of the
background, aligning with the ease and confidence of Lahiri’s translation.
I saw the assuredness of knowing how to inscribe the scents of home and
belonging onto page and canvas iterated in Bassani and Sher-Gil’s works.
Both Sher-Gil and Bassani revisit experiences of displacement in their
verbal and visual artworks. Exploring her own bi-cultural familiarity with
European and Indian styles of art, Sher-Gil validates her own artistic style as
a composite of both. I imagined her time of geographical transition, leaving
her mother’s home to construct her own by responding to visual signifiers of
childhood and comfort in India while consolidating post-impressionist styles.
She builds an atmospheric world immersed in experiences of growth. SherGil’s work delivers a personal reconcilement with her own conflicted reaction
to homecoming, crystallising sadness in a moving yet straightforward way.
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Photograph of Amrita Sher-Gil.
Umrao Singh Sher-Gil (1870–1954)

3. Y. Dalmia, Amrita Sher-Gil: A Life, Penguin Books Ltd., New Delhi, 2006, p. 60.
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A poem by AADISHI AGARWAL.

Morning Glories

READ

READ
sometimes I dance on the night train in inconspicuous head shakes
and side-to-side sways
with my eyes sewn shut and my trembling heart
breaks
as though the universe could be whispering secrets in my ear
(lazy drawl or evocative)
that nobody else fathoms:
like the sky is blue when it smiles
his lapis lazuli grins shattering the atmosphere
and, that the stars get lonely every once in a while,
you can see their dew drop tears
in the corners of the petals of morning glories
early on sunday mornings.
the sky is cornflower and I am happy
like sunday mornings
and the stars are weeping, a midnight choir sings
and I am sad like a sunday morning
and an orchestra is playing melancholia on the violin of my veins
so I close my eyes
and watch a beautiful musician
pluck my heartstrings, because if I follow the rhythm
maybe
I can trace the sadness down
into deep blue canals of
veins
and
capillaries
and arteries.
he lives in my cavities.
his closed eyes are humming a symphony
strung with words that pierce (like sharpened sapphire)
my chest,
seep through a reservoir of ribs,
electric (blue) to my heart, it’s so alive
but now it’s beating against mildewy ribs, eloping;
he floods
my blood-stream with morning glories slowly fading away, only alive for
a moment
and I’m bleeding purple like the dawn before the sun steals its glory,
then blue like languid waves rolling around, spraying around, someone
call murder
and finally white (dead) like a lake that froze over, will you dance with 		
me?
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OUR VOICES
MENTAL HEALTH
Our Voices is a safe space for individuals to express the raw truth of their lived
experiences, sharing realities that are overlooked, stigmatised, or misunderstood.
We hope to provide a platform where students are able to tell their stories and be
heard, drawing attention to issues that many of us face, despite perhaps feeling
alone. In sharing these testimonies, we aim to raise awareness, and help foster
an environment of understanding, solidarity, and support at UCL. For this edition,
we have reached out to students to share their experiences with mental health.
Opening up and being vocal about mental health issues continues to be an
area of difficulty. Universities, championing a culture that largely thrives on
perfectionism, competition and comparison, are predictable breeding grounds
for negative mental health. Unsurprisingly, recent research claims that mental
health problems afflict 1 in 4 students. Yet, the number of students willing to be
open about their mental health nowhere near appears to match this statistic.

Despite concerted efforts to increase mental health awareness, reductive
understandings of what constitutes mental illness still persist, and
breed and maintain an underbelly of stigma. People become afraid
to share their emotional difficulties and some don’t consider their
problems ‘severe’ enough to constitute mental illness due to narrow
characterisations of mental illness which are maintained in society.
In reality, mental health manifests itself in a number of ways and affects
a great number of people differently. The following testimonies from UCL
students aim to deconstruct dominant understandings of mental illness. In the
process of doing so, we hope to contribute towards moving understanding
beyond the misconstrued, sometimes romanticised and often misunderstood
conceptions of what it means to suffer from mental health problems.
Simran Divatia and Jade Burroughes

Trigger warning: The following testimonies include references to
depression, anxiety and OCD.
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Anxiety. Often thrown around as a casual adjective, statements like
‘This essay is giving me serious anxiety’ saturating library corridors. The
misconstrued prototype of a sufferer is that of the introvert who gets
nervous in crowds, or fears public speaking. These understandings only
scrape the surface of the raw and quite frankly destructive reality. As an
extroverted person I don’t fit into these reductive characterisations of
the ‘anxious individual’, yet it’s a constant reality for me. My brain never
shuts off. My anxiety is not a period of worry, or even a worry directed in
a clear direction, it’s an all-encompassing feeling of threat which frames
my entire life in a catastrophic mentality. My anxiety exaggerates my
thoughts. My mind has the capacity to interpret one average grade as a
prophetic indication of my impending doom; a crippling of my academic
ability, a sign I won’t secure my future dream job, an overt marker of my
inadequacy. Dramatic? Yes. Voluntary or rational? Absolutely not. That
is the devastating frustration of anxiety’s power; you can at once have
secure knowledge of the irrationality of your thoughts and yet still act
on them as though they are gospel truths. My ability to mentally piece
together details from multiple situations to curate an all-encompassing
‘truth’ is unparalleled. Someone’s voice being monotonous in conversation can be linked back to an argument we had weeks previous and indicate to me, as truth, that I have upset them and am a bad person. This
erosive reality of anxiety is often neglected, giving way to the more overt
indications of anxiety. Panic attacks for instance are undeniably present
and terrifying; but they are merely an extreme and overt manifestation
of the excessive thinking that lies below. These intrusive thoughts which
coalesce into a wholly negative schema of life are much more regularly
present and mentally draining. The raw destruction of anxiety infrequently comes to the surface. I can sit with an outwardly collected and calm
composure, while simultaneously battling an internal mental attack of
panic and ominous thoughts. This is daily practise for me. It consumes
a lot of energy. It is manageable, some days it is easier and there are
ways to tackle it. Yet, it is an all-encompassing mental reality which
requires conscious effort to suppress. This is frequently misconstrued,
in the place of emphasising the transient by-products of this thinking as
synonymous with anxiety.

A few years ago, I was in my second year of medical school and I wrote
a piece on mental health in the Tamil community. I began with the sad
acknowledgement that the Tamil language had no room for mental
illness. Nobody knows the words for depression or psychosis. There was
but one, cruel word to box in so many lived experiences: ‘paithiyam’. Literally translating as mad. Mental illness is elusive, in our language and in
our realities. The way we experience it escapes articulation, but we must
strive to find a language for it, for silence is malignant. Perhaps articulation is only possible in the language of experiences, not harsh, clinical
definitions. For depression is not the cardinal clinical triad of low mood,
anhedonia and fatigue, it is something so much more. It is the perpetual
stampede of tears that grumble behind your nose on those bad days
when hope seems an indiscernible shape in the shadows of your mind.
It is the tightness in your chest that you can’t breathe out, that only finds
release in the bloody anger of impulsive words that you can never take
back. It is the loneliness of being at a party, full of colour and life, and
feeling completely alone. It is the feeling of being shackled to the past,
the words of a ghost who once told you ‘you are not good enough’
that you won’t let yourself forget, because you don’t know how. It is the
chaos of one thought running away before you can catch it, in too many
different directions, to create a dark and painful reality that doesn’t exist
except in your mind. It is the words you cannot find, when someone
asks you ‘Are you okay?’. It is the fear of admitting to yourself and the
world that the answer is no. We must speak in this language more often.
Though we may stutter and stumble, we will stutter and stumble into
meaning and compassion amid that darkness and loneliness of silence.
– Nivethitha

– Anonymous
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The nurse handed me the box of pills and said ‘95% of women who use
this contraceptive pill are happy with it.’ Perfect, I thought. And for the
first few months it was alright – I’d get very upset occasionally but these
moments were rare, more hormonal than anything, easy to deal with.
But when I came back to uni in September for second year, it quickly
became unbearable. I was crying uncontrollably for hours every day.
Usually over absolutely nothing, or over the tiniest thing that ordinarily
wouldn’t have affected me. I knew that this was no longer just a hormonal
imbalance problem, but a mental health one as well. But I refused to accept this – things were going well, what would I be depressed or anxious
about? I was doing well at uni, I have a great flatmate, amazing friends
and a boyfriend who I love. Why was I not HAPPY? I had nothing to worry
about (apparently).
When I eventually came off the pill, I thought it would be an instant
recovery. That I’d wake up the next morning and everything would be
magically perfect again. Dream on – of course this wasn’t the case. And
now I was stressing out even more about the episodes when I’d get
upset, because I no longer had the pill as a scapegoat. It was so much
harder to accept that there was a problem with me, rather than blaming it
on something external.
It was easier off the pill, but it wasn’t great. I don’t know what exactly I
‘have’ (or if it’s even one particular thing). Sometimes I feel depressed
and can’t stop crying even though I know there’s nothing really wrong.
Sometimes I feel cripplingly anxious and can’t face leaving my room, or
I have to run away from situations. When I worry about uni, I panic and
stress that I’m not going to do well. Most of the time, though, I don’t know
what causes me to feel as bad as I do. The not knowing is the worst, but
at least I’ve had to accept that whatever I’m feeling comes from me, and
is for me to deal with and work through – all the pill did was exacerbate
it.

Once the worst of it has subsided, once you’re promised that you can
read yourself again and the pills aren’t necessary anymore, I think the
hard part is not being able to gauge what’s normal. How should I be feeling? Is it normal to get sad? Probably. Is it normal to literally feel stress
harden into wooden knots? Maybe. Does everyone avoid thinking about
the future? Can they avoid thinking about hurting themselves? Is there
such a thing as a normal person and can you tell me how they feel?
Navigating emotion has become difficult. I think I know how it used to
feel when it was bad, when it felt like each component of me was swept
low by a wave. My days would stretch ahead as rungs are on a ladder
and I could feel that wave swallow all of them. But now. Now, finding the
clear line between emotion and illness is difficult. Mustering the ability
to turn to myself and say ‘I am struggling’ has become an exercise in
rhetorical questions, in interrogatives that breed ceaselessly.
None of this is to say that I am not better. I am well, I cannot take that
fact away from myself. But, with a cliché inscribed on my body, the scars
will not fade. Wellness sits on a spectrum, a balancing beam upon whom
I must continually tumble barefoot. The dance goes on, I cannot take my
eyes off of my feet.
– Anonymous

– Anonymous
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I walk into my fifth therapy session and sit in the usual chair. The room
is the same: unplugged fan on the white table in the corner, tissue box
to my right, the BT Tower peeking through the window directly ahead.
I’m quite happy to be there today. I know part of this feeling is motivated
by the snow that has managed to settle over London – the other part is
optimism. We smile. We begin. He says, ‘I’ve been thinking about you
this week.’ I already want him to stop. I groan my discomfort. ‘What?’ I tell
him I don’t like when people think about me. Normally, he would question
me, probably quip ‘you have a problem with not being able to control
other people’s responses to you,’ but he hops over my protestations.
Today, there is something he wants to say.
For the last month, I have been hauling myself into his attic room at
8:30am every Wednesday. Only last week was I able to tell him what was
wrong with me. I strode into his room and said, ‘I have a point, and this
story is all leading somewhere so just don’t stop me!!’ I rambled until I
finally said – after four weeks – ‘and those are the thoughts, you know the
thoughts I say that I can’t stop? that’s what they are’.
But now it is the week after, and he has something he wants to say. ‘I’ve
been thinking about you this week.’ Oh, go on then. Indulge me. I take a
sip of water. I look at him and say he can carry on.
He says, ‘I think you have OCD’.
What?
‘Have you heard of Pure ‘O’ OCD before?’
I shake my head.
He tells me it is when people can’t stop thinking about things they don’t
want to think about.
‘It’s called ‘Pure ‘O’ OCD?’
He nods.
‘Okay? Okay…Sure. Fine. I have OCD. That’s fine.’
And today I’m in a good mood. It is partly due to the snow that I crunch
on my way home – the other part is optimism.
– Katie

If you are affected by the issues addressed here, or are struggling with your mental health in
any way, there are many services available to provide support. UCL students can contact UCL
Support & Wellbeing by phoning 020 7679 0100 or emailing student.wellbeing@ucl.ac.uk.
We are also fundraising to support Nightline, an independent charity staffed by student
volunteers. Nightline offers confidential listening support and information between the
hours of 8pm-6am, when other counselling and welfare services are often unavailable.
You can reach them by calling (+44) 207 631 0101, or emailing listening@nightline.org.uk.
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SHANTI GIOVANNETTI-SINGH applies theories of colour relativism to
the way we view texts subjectively.

‘Why is the Sky Blue?’ Well, it depends on who you are.
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In February 2015, the internet provided us with ‘the dress’, provoking a heated debate. Is the dress blue and black or white and gold? While for many
‘the dress’ was an opportunity for procrastination, the response it generated highlighted profound issues in the fields of neuroscience, optics and
linguistics. It illustrated the subjectivity of human perception of colour.
But it is not just colour that we read subjectively. The reaction to ‘the dress’
can be used as an analogy to explain the unique readerly responses in literary texts, something that is often influenced by unique cultural frameworks.
The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis puts forward this concept, suggesting that experience influences language, and language influences perception. As a result, your perception of colour could be the result of your linguistic system.
There are various examples of this. In the Pirahã language indigenous to Brazil,
colour is classified according to shade (how dark or light it is) rather than hue
(whether it is, for example, red or blue). While the Pirahã have no linguistic distinction between the hues ‘blue’ and ‘green’, they have distinct categories, ‘nol’
and ‘wor’, to refer to different shades of green. Consequently, Pirahã were unable
to distinguish between what we call blue and green, in the same way that English speakers cannot distinguish between shades of black unless they are next
to each other. If we accept the premise of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, colour
perception is largely socially constructed, based on environment and language.
Colour as determined by cultural factors can also observed in works of
classical literature, for example The Odyssey. In the Homeric epithet
‘wine-dark sea’, the comparison to wine is based on its shade, rather than
its hue, suggesting that the Ancient Greeks perceived colours according to different parameters than us. While both the sea and wine have dark
shades, their hues are obviously different, one blue and one red. This illustrates how many of the ideas that linguistic relativity explore – such as subjectivity of cultural identity – can be linked to how individuals read texts.
Part of the allure of reading is its personal nature. Not only can you never truly
know what someone else’s experience of reading is, your own impression of a
text can be radically altered on subsequent readings, based on new ideas that
you have been exposed to. With this in mind, colour relativism can be seen as
a way to describe the subjectivity of reading, as in both cases your own cultural
presuppositions can colour, if you will, your perception. Take the works of Picasso or Joyce, which Fredric Jameson observes went from being ‘weird and
repulsive’ to ‘classics [that] … now look rather realistic to us.’ Where before we
saw indecipherable shapes and narratives, we now see masterpieces. Could
this be the result of the celebratory rhetoric now used to describe these works?
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Just as nineteenth-century British colonial values might have blinded
contemporary readers to Brontë’s derogatory language, colour relativism
blinds certain groups of people from distinguishing between different hues and
different shades. The writer Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o suggests, ‘the question of literary
excellence implies a value judgement as to … what is excellence, and from
whose point of view.’ Thiong’o’s comment begs the question of how our own
cultural frameworks influence our understanding of socio-political phenomena
and literary texts, in the same way that our linguistic frameworks influence our
colour perception. Will it ever be possible to break free of the myriad cultural
blindnesses that affect each of us and see the world in its true colours?

Lawrence’s omission from our reading list implies that he has slipped down a
few rungs on the literary ladder of greatness. Although some of us might have
read one or a few of his works, he is no longer venerated within the literary
establishment to the same degree as he once was. This fluctuating treatment
of Lawrence is a testament to the slipperiness of the canon as a concept.
His interest in Nietzsche, the philosopher often (misleadingly) credited
with inspiring Nazism, is perhaps part of the reason for his fall from grace.
In The Rainbow, Lawrence writes that Ursula ‘was always relapsing
on her own violent will into her own separate world of herself.’ This line
captures the Nietzschean idea that every being is driven by their innate
‘will’ exerted to gain control over the world around them. Ursula’s ‘will’
is so strong it excludes others. She is possessed by her own need to
control the world and can only accommodate her own needs and desires.
Lawrence’s literary marginalisation was further catalysed by feminist analyses
of some of his novels. Chief among them was Kate Millett’s Sexual Politics,
published in 1970. Hers was one of the first and most influential books to look at
Lawrence’s work from a radical feminist perspective. In less than a decade, his
popularity plummeted as Millett deemed him ‘phallocentric’ and ‘misogynistic’.
Modern critics have observed that Millett’s treatment of Lawrence was as
much an attack on the literary establishment as it was on him specifically.
Prior to Millett’s assessment, many of Lawrence’s novels like Lady Chatterley’s
Lover, The Rainbow and Women in Love were widely lauded. In the 1960s,
Lawrence’s humble origins in a Nottinghamshire mining community led to his
characterisation as the working-class man’s answer to the Free-Love movement.
His notoriety as a sexually explicit but also canonised author (many of his books
were initially banned due to ‘obscenity’) only solidified his popular image.
Dr Catherine Brown argues that the popular perception of Lawrence’s
novels was ‘constructed by male adoration.’ She maintains that many
male readers understood passages where women are undermined
or overpowered and as justifications for sexism. Millett’s attack on
Lawrence is essentially an attack on the established misogynistic cult that
formed around his work. Yet in doing so, she oversimplifies the writer.
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Out of the Blue

One response to this has been the act of writing against the canon, where
some ‘highly esteemed’ texts have been re-coloured to give a voice to the
demonised antagonist. Aimé Césaire’s adaptation of The Tempest depicts
Caliban as the ruler of the island before Prospero colonises it, exploiting the
land and the people. Jean Rhys’ Wide Sargasso Sea is a post-colonial rewriting of Brontë’s Jane Eyre, where Bertha’s silenced voice is regained and
humanised. Having grown up in the Caribbean, Rhys was deeply troubled by
the demonisation of Bertha, a Creole. Described exclusively with the pronoun
‘it’, Bertha is stripped of her humanity and presented as ‘some strange wild
animal’ with a ‘mane’, standing on ‘all fours’. While this depiction appears to a
modern audience as explicitly racist, the practice of drawing parallels between
wild animals and people of colour was a commonly used device for justifying
colonialism, by presenting the colonised subject to be in need of ‘civilisation’.

When I glanced at my summer reading list for English Literature 1900 to
1950, one writer was glaringly absent. A writer with an extraordinary artistic
output, including short stories, novels, essays, plays, poems and paintings.
A writer admired by the likes of E. M. Forster, Aldous Huxley and Katherine
Mansfield. A writer once so canonised, you would be hard-pressed to
find a guide to Modernism published between 1950 and 1980 that fails
to mention him. Yet by the turn of the century, D. H. Lawrence had been
reduced to a mere footnote, pencilled into essays exalting the greatness of
Virginia Woolf, James Joyce and T. S. Eliot. But why did he fall out of favour?

KEZIA NIMAN examines the fall and resurgence of D. H. Lawrence in
his critical reception.

The opposite can also be true, often to the point of enacting significant cultural
violence. When approaching a text from different social and cultural perspectives,
its value can be tainted or diminished. This is often due to the heteronormative,
misogynistic or Eurocentric values they are imbued with, which can alienate
a reader to whom the identities that these systems privilege don’t apply.
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Now, somewhat out of the blue, Lawrence’s popularity is resurging. In 2014 Dr
Brown presented Oxford University’s first lecture series on him in decades. The
following year, the BBC produced a television adaptation of Lady Chatterley’s
Lover. More recently, this novel was praised on Radio 4’s ‘Woman’s Hour’
for its depictions of a sexually consensual relationship. This is quite the
pendulum swing from the sexist that Millett had presented Lawrence as.
This isn’t to say that Lawrence is the perfect feminist, but his fearless
presentations of sex, female agency and strength find their place in today’s
cultural climate. In The Rainbow, Lawrence portrays the independent,
inquiring Ursula. The free-indirect narration conveys her radical notion that
having a child needn’t tie the mother to the father. In other words, Lawrence
presents a complete rejection of patriarchal values within the household:
But why did it bind her to Skrebensky? Could she
not have a child herself? Was not the child her own
affair? All her own affair? What had it to do with him?
Not only was Lawrence ahead of his time in his representation of
sex and women but also in his rejection of early twentieth-century
conceptions of gender. In Lady Chatterley’s Lover, it is the women who
are domineering, rather than their male counterparts. In The Rainbow and
Women in Love, Lawrence explores homosexual desire and describes
characters in terms that defy contemporary gendered expectations.
It may be a while before Lawrence is once again recognised among the
‘High Modernists’ who are cast as the foremost innovators in the literary
movement, yet his resurgence is underway. His work reflects, complicates
and challenges ideas regarding sex, gender and relationships. Although
Lawrence is a writer riddled with complexities and contradictions, his
indelible mark on English Literature is, quite rightly, no longer being ignored.
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JENNIFER IRVING responds to Bluets by Maggie Nelson.

‘As if we could scrape the color off the iris and still see’
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I haven’t read Bluets by Maggie Nelson in over two years, but her name
has calcified in my hair like salt. A part of the boudoir with which I piece
myself together every morning and yet a name that I can point to as a
kind of sign. My own peacock feather. Please don’t look too closely.
When I do talk about Nelson I can see my words just
reach, like I’m watching myself onstage, or through a
never seem to quite fit my feelings so much as they
one else’s. Overheard, overread. Of her writing process,
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out of arm’s
screen. They
parrot someNelson says:

14. I have enjoyed telling people that I am writing a book
about blue without actually doing it. Mostly what happens in
such cases is that people give you stories or leads or gifts,
and then you can play with these things instead of with words.
But those words will do for the moment. I’ll come back to them later – maybe.
A friend showed me her copy of Bluets, unfurled carefully from a scarf in her
bag, a precious thing. A slim block of paperback, marbled and deep with a
white square in the middle. Different from mine, the American edition. She questioned how I pronounced the title. Nelson plays with the slipperiness between
word-spoken and word-read: ‘“Bluet” (like the flower), “blue-ail” (like an affliction),
or “blue-aye” (like Versaille, or blue-eye).’ A palace and a poison – how fitting.
I’ve been carrying the book around with me, hoping Nelson’s words will
leak into my notes, that I will reach into my bag and my fingertips will be
stained blue. The silkiness of an exploded biro. Those marks never fully dry – there’s always more blue to give. And it will begin to make sense.
But see, I don’t know if it’s about what a word sounds like, as much as it is
about what a word looks like, what a self looks like. What is the line between looking and writing? Bluets floats between autobiography, poetry and
philosophical melody. I could tell you it’s about blue, but it’s more blue-tinted, blue-rinsed, it does not so much point to blue as it is fucked by it.
1. Suppose I were to begin by saying that I had fallen in
love with a color ... Then (looking into an empty teacup,
its bottom stained with a thin brown excrement coiled into
the shape of a sea horse) it became somehow personal.
The texts are full of ‘supposes’ and ‘as ifs’. ‘Propositions’, Nelson calls them.
Google defines a proposition as a statement of fact, or opinion, but it feels
more tentative to me. Not a promise but a starting point, a seed. And yet I
know that is not quite right.
I’ve been circling for days, waiting for something to happen. A quote on the
back from Anne Enright reads ‘I remember where I was when I read each of
Maggie Nelson’s books in the same way I remember a place where I heard

important news.’ I’m worried I don’t pay enough attention to this world beyond
the length of an arm. I reopened Bluets for the second time in my life on the
253 to Hackney Central after getting drunk at a pub quiz. I can’t see outside
but I can see my reflection. She furiously annotates with a confidence I will
soon regret. My references wash over me in the morning.
Nelson at one point desperately writes ‘I am trying to talk about
what blue means, or what it means to me, apart from meaning.’
I think it is easy to shroud art in potentials. To circle the edges as words wallow
in analogy. Nelson demands their flesh. She gives them all numbers so she
can keep track. Not so much order as an architectural integrity. I like to think of
them as Instagram stories – the most delicate, most beautiful ‘hello, I see you’,
and then hours later it is gone. Little bluets, a singular bluet(te), a kiss for you.
Who inscribes meaning? Carves it in blue ink? Or was meaning always there
regardless, blooming.
Bluets contains a lot of male satin bowerbirds who build great bowercrowns of blue with blue bus tickets, blue bottle caps, blue feathers,
blue flowers, the juices from blue fruit painted with a splintered twig. All
for you, prince of blue. When Nelson sees these bowers, ‘I feel so much
desire that I wonder if I might have been born into the wrong species.’
Nelson never collects all the blues into her bower. I don’t think she particularly
wants to. At the end, she admits that she had no idea les bluets was
French for cornflowers. It’s a relief to hold the flowers and not all the blue.
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A Prose Piece by CATHERINE YUEFANG TANG.

Manual for Handling Blue-Eyed Girls

READ

READ
Rule No.1: Don’t mention to her any absurd website description of character traits
related to blue eyes – charismatic, strong, cautious, elegant – they are true, you know they are,
but she will find you a creepy, dull imbecile who is still so easily tricked by the Barnum effect.
Rule No.2: Don’t stare at her long braids during any Chemistry lab session – which
turns out to be your only class with her – because she will feel it. Even if you sit two rows behind
her, she will feel it, and she will give you an intimidating look. You don’t want to see that look
coming from her eyes, though they are still beautiful. Also, don’t pretend that you are ‘only
curious about the barrette’. Don’t start talking about its daisy patterns, praising the flowers as
a symbol of innocence, and especially don’t go further into poetry. Don’t recite ‘Daisies, ye
flowers of lowly birth / Embroiderers of the carpet earth’ because she doesn’t like poems, and
everyone else will laugh at you.
Rule No.3: Don’t try to enthuse her with literature, I repeat. Don’t ask her if she wants
a sestina on her birthday, or emphasise that you can write in other forms, too, whichever pleases her eyes the most. Don’t make Victorian jokes, or puns that make fun of Shakespeare – like
the ‘Halloween costume when you have a tight budget: make a paper spear and keep shaking
that spear wherever you go’. It’s a lame one anyway. She doesn’t even need to tell you that.
Rule No.4: Don’t talk to her endlessly about Lyon. Her hometown is beautiful, but
for most of your questions the answers are on Google; the detailed ones about Interpol are
even more meaningless, because she won’t know. Don’t tell her you wanted to be a detective
inspector before you made up your mind to work in the British Library. She will look down upon
you for both ambitions. Then the next day the whole school will know your dreams. And a group
of ten boys will approach you from the back when you have six volumes of literary criticism in
your arms. They will push you down in the corridor, and ask you to deduce which of them is the
culprit.
Rule No.5: Don’t try to ask about her Christmas holiday. She will describe in vivid
detail the little lights of eight different colours, gifts wrapped up in paper of twelve shades of
red, and the kaleidoscope her aunt brings from London – from somewhere called Neal’s Yard
where a rainbow is forever on the walls. These will all hurt you. Of course, it isn’t her intention,
but in case you have to cry in bed without being discovered by Mom – don’t ask about Christmas.
Rule No.6: Don’t try to make conversation merely because you feel like doing so.
Apart from literature, Lyon and Christmas holidays, you have a whole collection of awkward
topics ranging from how to keep a hamster to the most recent fruit sale in Tesco. And you will
always find them funny or beautiful without realising they either annoy her or bring yourself trouble. Please just look at her from a distance like you used to and maybe occasionally eavesdrop
on her conversations with Rachel, Erin or Patrick. Learn from her best friends. How do they
smile? What tone do they use when speaking to her? Why does she like them, not you? Spend
some time thinking about these. It should help.

Rule No.8: Do accept Mr Dougherty’s generous offer of allowing you to mow his
lawn every week. You will need to get up at six in the morning on Saturdays and not able to
eat properly until nine. You will make up stories so that Mom believes that you ‘actually go tutor some classmates English’. This should be fun, because you will become more and more
skillful with the characterisation of an imaginary friend. Think positively – this can inspire
some good poetry. Yes, the job will be humiliating because Mr Dougherty’s son, namely your
deskmate Patrick, will spread the word all around the school. People will start calling you a
little maid. But with this money, after seven months, you’ll be able to afford the perfume with
an orange blossom scent. You can wear it to school so that she – the one who claims that
orange blossom smells like paradise – might notice you, and talk to you more during the recess. Maybe she will bake more cookies to take to school, so that they won’t always happen
to run out when the basket comes to you.
Rule No.9: Do lend her your notes for English class because otherwise she
cannot pass the exam. But photocopy them beforehand – you can beg Miss Pouscoulous
and she will help. She’s the best librarian in the world, and you like each other. You always
help her with reshelving, and she recommends the most fun books to you. She talks about
literature, Lyon and Christmas with you when no one else wants to – which is obviously the
usual case. You won’t tell her your feelings for the blue-eyed girl, of course, because she will
worry about you. You just know she will. Especially if Miss Pouscoulous learns later that your
notes are returned with stains on one-third of the pages. Then she will be alerted and talk to
your English teacher, who will phone your mom. Then everything will start to get complicated.
Rule No.10: Do understand that she will never like you back. Probably because
you are an annoying nerd, probably because you are too poor, probably because you are
disabled. You won’t ask. But you know it cannot be because you are a girl, too.
Rule No.11: Do not, though, give up your amendment of the definition of ‘blue’.
It is one great thing about this total colour blindness – you can personalise colours and nobody seems to care. Remember the day when she transferred to your class and how people
commented on her eyes, saying that there hadn’t been a purer blue. Remember how you
later decided that ‘blue’ would be distinct from ‘navy’ or ‘sapphire’ – it could only mean her
eye colour. You even told Miss Pouscoulous and your mother, and they seemed to respect
that definition.
Rule No.12: Do not, in addition, forget how she immediately walked to you right
after her self-introduction in front of the class, how she asked about your name and uttered
it in a tender way nobody had ever done before. ‘Valerie – it means courage I think – you are
my first friend now.’
Rule No.13: Do forget her name. If you try hard, you might. Celestine Chloe
Chappelle. Well, maybe not hard enough yet.

Rule No.7: Do join the drama club. You don’t like the stage at all, but she does.
If you want to see her more often, the rehearsals are what you should regularly attend. You
will volunteer to write the plays for them and no matter how people dislike you or distrust you,
everyone will know that you have the best penmanship in the whole school, even better than
the 12th graders. She will never be interested in words, but at least she knows the lines she
recites are from you. These lines are flowing down from the tip of your fountain pen, shining in
some magic ink whose colour is definitely not blue. She will, full with emotions that have nothing
to do with you, recite the couplet you’ve done specifically for her role. It’s a couplet connoting
that she is dewier than a tear’s first briny fall on a rose bud. She probably won’t get it, but as a
good actress, she will read it out as if she understands the passion, the ephemera of joy and
the struggles behind the couplet. You will see her in a wide range of brilliant costumes and you
will be mostly amazed by the sheath dress with circles and dots on it. She will have a hibiscus
lapel pin to go with the dress. This will be the most colourful scene in your memory, and you
might believe so forever.
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ISABELLA JAKOBSEN explores water imagery in three films by the
Italian director Luca Guadagnino.

Aquatic Dreams

FILM

FILM

Luca Guadagnino once described his dreams as ‘aquatic’ to The New
Yorker, so it is no surprise that water is a recurring element in his films. I Am
Love (2009), A Bigger Splash (2015), and Call Me By Your Name (2017) are
often grouped as his ‘Desire’ trilogy, associated as they are because they
each deal with the idea of longing. In each, desire is explored through a
number of different techniques and images, the most potent of which is water.
Guadagnino conveys eroticism in a number of ways, but water strikes as his favourite
device, particularly in A Bigger Splash and Call Me By Your Name. A body of water
is often the setting for a couple having sex. The protagonist of Call Me By Your
Name, Elio, and his secondary love interest, Marzia, have their first time near a small
lake. Within the first minute of A Bigger Splash, Marianne, a famous rock star, and
her boyfriend Paul lounge around their pool naked before making love underwater.
Later on in A Bigger Splash, it is implied that Paul sleeps with Penelope (the
daughter of an old friend, Harry) on the seashore. There is a shot of Penelope
lying naked on the rocks, her body reflected in the water. Paul is in the shot as
well, looking at her, providing a dual image of a desirer and a desired. Aquatic
sceneries are magnifiers of desire.
Water is also ablution in Guadagnino’s films. Some sequences from the trilogy
evoke the Christian baptism or the Jewish tevilah. In Call Me By Your Name, for
example, Elio and Oliver go for a swim the morning after they have sex for the
first time, suggesting a symbolic purification of their ‘sin’ or an attempt to cleanse
themselves of their shame.
In I Am Love, on the other hand, purification comes in the form of rain, soaking
Emma after the funeral of her son. His death comes as a jolting wake-up call, and
she recovers her personal freedom through the symbol of a violent downpour.
She is forced to realise that it is Antonio, not her family’s conservative values, that
truly matters. Ridding herself of the latter, she goes to live with the man she loves.
Like the surface of the sea on a calm day, Guadagnino’s water also symbolises
peace. In both Call Me By Your Name and I Am Love, couples have an aquatic
place where they are able to experience total intimacy. In I Am Love, Emma and
Antonio are presented together in the opening of a cave near a stream. Emma
seems to be at her most content at this moment, and the water seems to enable this.
A major sequence in Call Me By Your Name shows Elio and Oliver near the Cascate
del Serio waterfalls. They scream with joy and (surprise!) call each other by each
other’s names – the film’s eponymous moment. Armie Hammer (who plays Oliver)
summed up the scene in an interview as one that expresses ‘the possibilities
of impossibilities.’ This moment is theoretically impossible, and it is because of
that impossibility that it can provide Elio and Oliver with their utmost instance of
peaceful happiness. The beauty of the waterfall mirrors the beauty of this moment.
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Aquatic scenes can also bear a sense of danger and death. In I Am Love,
Edoardo, Emma’s son, dies when he accidentally hits himself on the side of
the pool having just found out about his mother’s affair with his friend, Antonio.
Although it is not the water itself that kills him, a highly disturbing shot shows
his downwards-facing body floating limply on the surface of the water.
In A Bigger Splash, Harry, Marianne’s ex-boyfriend, is killed by Paul in a swimming
pool. Before the fatal brawl, Paul pushes him into the pool in a shot that almost
exactly recreates the painting by David Hockney which lends its name to the title
of the film. Paul and Harry’s tense underwater fight is followed by a slow zoom
out of the latter’s inert body at the bottom of the pool, the eerie, Ophelia-like
calmness of which contrasts starkly with the brutality of the previous sequence.
Water is a source of peace and rebirth. Its ubiquity in both our natural and
artificial landscapes mirrors life’s continuing flow. These essential functions are
captured in the symbolisms of Guadagnino’s films, demonstrating his versatility
and subtlety as a director.
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ELSIC considers the symbolism of blue in Abdellatif Kechiche’s
adaptation of Julie Maroh’s 2010 graphic novel.

My Warmest Colour

FILM
I was fourteen when Blue is the Warmest Colour came out. It was the first time I truly
identified with a film and its characters. Fourteen was also the age when I realised
that I would have to hide my newly-discovered sexual orientation, considering
the harsh critiques of the film and its open representation of homosexuality. To
this day, my queerness is a secret to my family – yet I am no longer ashamed
of it, partly thanks to Blue. What I found in Abdellatif Kechiche’s* feature was
a place of refuge, one to which I would regularly return throughout my life.
The film has contributed towards the shredding of old rules of moral
‘appropriateness’ enforced by Hollywood, while still managing to get a
Palme d’Or at the 2013 Cannes Film Festival. In the context of France’s
heteronormative film industry, such praise was cataclysmic. The release of
the film also coincided with debates around a newly-adopted law authorising
gay couples to marry. In this tense climate, the film was a statement to
French society – LGBTQ+ people were no longer to stay in the shadows.
Blue is a coming-of-age film about 17-year-old Adele, whose late teenage
years become marked by her sexual awakening. The intense relationship
she shares with another woman, Emma, is painted in blue. Contrary to the
common understanding of blue as unhappiness, the film uses the colour to
signify burning passion. It becomes a symbol of difference, and one that sets
the relationship apart from the history of heterosexual love rendered in red.
This is seen when Adele, on her way to a date with a boy, catches sight of Emma on
the streets for the first time. She is drawn to the distinctive appearance of this girl in the
crowd, with her blue hair, eyes, jacket and jeans. Following this fleeting encounter,
Adele grows obsessed with Emma, and heterosexuality goes out the window.
She tells her friends that by being with a boy she feels like she is lying to herself, a
feeling familiar to many LGBTQ+ people when they first try to conform social norms.
Adele starts exploring her new attraction to girls by kissing her classmate, whose
nails are blue. This discreet use of the colour indicates the need for this stolen
kiss to be hidden, and the impossibility for it to be followed by more. Later in the
film when Adele starts dating Emma, blue becomes ever more present. Emma
is not afraid to be seen as different, and she wears the colour with pride. Four
years older than Adele, she is also more accepting of her homosexuality. At a
family dinner with the protagonist’s parents, Adele’s father asks Emma if she
dyes her hair herself, to which she replies yes. She shapes her identity on her
own terms, and exteriorises it through her hair. Cinematographer Sofian El Fani’s
close shots consistently focus on the characters’ faces and expressions, taking
all opportunity to captures the blueness of Emma’s eyes, hair and character.
As the relationship ages, passion begins to fade away, and with it goes the blue
from the frame. Emma’s hair colour has changed, her clothes are darker. Adele
has become so insecure about their relationship that she starts to cheat with her
male colleague: the only sequence of the film where the dominant hue is red.
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*TW: mention of sexual assault and misconduct.
SAVAGE would like to note that figures mentioned in this article have been accused of abuse or misconduct. While this
was not strictly relevant to the article, we believe it too important not to mention. These are only the allegations to the
extent of our knowledge. In 2018 Abdellatif Kechiche was accused of sexual assault, and has been accused of using
methods in his directing that humiliated the actors involved.

It is Jenkins’ first feature, the under-the-radar Medicine for Melancholy, that marks
the beginning of the stylistic vision he has come to be known for – using colour to
accentuate the film’s messages. Compared to the vivid hues of his subsequent
films, Medicine is notably desaturated, with sepia tones giving way to occasional
glimpses of reds, blues and yellows. Following a day-in-the-life of two strangers,
Micah and Jo, the pair journey the streets of San Francisco, sparring over issues
of race, gentrification and hipster culture. James Laxton’s cinematography
underlines the central struggle of being black in an increasingly gentrified city:
what was historically a predominantly-black, culturally-vibrant environment
has lost its diverse spirit, just as the film suppresses the intensity of its colour.
Set in the squalid streets of Liberty City, a neighbourhood in Miami, Moonlight
details the coming-of-age of Chiron, a young black boy struggling with his
sexuality and his mother’s crack addiction. One would not be remiss to assume
that such circumstances would be captured through a gloomy cinematic
lens. Yet Jenkins and Laxton subvert our expectations in their portrayal of
Miami as what Tarell Alvin McCraney, writer of the semi-autobiographical
play on which the film is based, calls a ‘beautiful nightmare’. Images of lush
green trees and plants, crystalline blue skies and waters, and pastel-coloured
houses are juxtaposed against grittier scenes denoting the protagonist’s inner
turmoil. Badly beaten, Chiron stares at his bloodied reflection in the bathroom
mirror, the fluorescent lighting and harsh hues of green and grey evoking his
sense of dejection. This contrast from the vibrant palette of earlier sequences
marks the beginning of the hardening of the self, central to the film’s third act.
Jenkins’s follow-up to Moonlight, If Beale Street Could Talk, also uses colour as
a way of expressing its characters’ inner-consciousnesses. Adapted from James
Baldwin’s 1974 eponymous novel, Beale Street follows Tish and Fonny, two young
lovers whose relationship is tested when the latter is arrested on a false accusation
of rape. Rich reds, greens, blues, and yellows imbue the film’s visual landscape.
The woody interiors of the couple’s favourite haunts, from Fonny’s apartment to
Tish’s family home, evoke the warmth of their love. Colour keeps the focus on the
celebration of love of this young black couple rather than on the oppressive forces
trying to keep them apart. Instead of opting for a docu-realist representation of
the struggles of being black in America, Jenkins reflects the love and joy they
have in their lives to illustrate that the injustice they face does not define them.
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If Moonlight Could Talk for Melancholy

Blue is the Warmest Colour is an ode to self-acceptance: by proxy, the viewer is
freed alongside Adele. It is a touching homage to the experiences many members
of the LGBTQ+ community who find themselves on the margins of society have
and will face. It recalls the process of breaking free from the norm, of constructing
and affirming one’s queer identity, whatever that may look like. There is not one
single trajectory: some of us come out, some of us never do. Many of us remain
indecisive, taking multiple identities in different contexts. No matter what we
decide, all of us do, at points, share with Adele this blue feeling of being queer.

Waves crashing, rushing onto the shore once the sun has set. A young boy in white
shorts looks out to the ocean, the blue of the water and sky reflecting off his dark skin.
He turns to us, his piercing eyes forcing us to meet his gaze. Cut to: MOONLIGHT
in white letters and the credits roll. These are just some of many visually-striking
moments in Moonlight, Barry Jenkins’ 2016 masterpiece. As in this final scene,
colour plays an integral part in the director’s visual language across his oeuvre,
each film’s unique colour palette bringing new dimensions to his narratives.

OLIVIA DALEY examines the central role of colour in Barry Jenkins’
filmography.

In the final scene, the now single Adele enters Emma’s exhibition wearing a
blue dress. The circle is complete, from the day she first caught a glimpse of
Emma’s hair to the moment she starts fully owning her queer identity. The colour
now belongs to and follows Adele as she walks into her new life without Emma.
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A duality of tone is undoubtedly present in Jenkins’ films, which ally bleak
subject-matter with optimistic visual rendering. This is reflective of James
Baldwin’s dual voices, ‘one of which is very lush and almost obsessed with
romanticism and romantic relationships, while the other is very diligent about
social critique and holding America accountable for the way it treats black
lives’, in Jenkins’ words. He translates the two voices he hears in Baldwin
onto the screen: it is through the saturated imagery of Tish and Fonny’s
romance, set against the bleak fluorescently-lit, grey walls of the latter’s prison
cell that the harsh reality of Fonny’s imprisonment is starkly emphasised.
While the vivid use of colour and stylistic design of the film could be said to romanticise
the characters’ struggle against institutionalised racism, its idyllic rendering in fact
enhances the injustice of their being kept apart. The focus is not to revel in the
turmoil, but on what has been lost because of the injustice. Similarly to Moonlight,
what stays with us is not the harshness of the worlds these characters live in, but the
remaining tenderness between them in spite of the bleak circumstances they face.
Jenkins consistently provides visually-arresting depictions of black lives. As
with the best films addressing oppression or marginalisation of a community,
he paints their characters as more than just the sum total of their traumas. The
colours he imposes on them draw into relief the human elements of joy, love,
and intimacy, sometimes lost in tales of the inhumanity of racial injustice.
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A poem by ASYiA IFTIKHAR.

Suffocated love

READ

READ

Their fingers claw at my neck,
Ever tightening, swollen and restricting
Do not speak of love,
Cycles of pain, silence, numbness
How dare I blame them?
Spiteful words told in youth
It is a part of the culture, silent guarantee
Liking him or loving true
Lungs fattened by rancid breath,
Held together, bound by gossiping aunties.
Scaly veins bulge, suspended
A tongue held by the heat of judgement.
Desire is wrong, if right then confused.
Constant prayers uttered in fear
Feverish in desperation for relief.
Stolen whispers, inflating pressure
My mouth, a rotting purple, breathless blues
Tapered cries and taboo truths.
Her body, a temple, revered but banned
The tan of my skin, fuels a greater hate.
Risk of flight, exile, barred,
My heart taut in hand
Loving her or living easy?
Being strong or staying weak?
Breaths, scarce, few and far between,
Ballooned by deprivation.
A carcass moved by other hands,
Contorted to smile, feign trust
Acceptance, a pipe dream.
No tangible reality.
Suffocation at ease
But words free and flowing
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Heaven so blue

SONIA CHUI contemplates the sky in Samuel Beckett’s
Waiting for Godot.

THEATRE
‘This was the source of Waiting for Godot, you know’ Samuel Beckett said in
1975, standing in front of Caspar David Friedrich’s nineteenth-century painting
Two Men Contemplating the Moon. Like the play, the painting shows two
men on a country road. Like these men, Beckett’s Vladimir and Estragon are
held frozen in never-ending anticipation for Godot during the play’s two acts.
Throughout the play, Beckett prompts the audience to expect that with night
will come the eponymous non-character, yet when night does come Godot
does not – twice. The playwright plays on the expectation that changes
in natural processes, like the transition from day to night, corresponds to
dramatic change. His disappointment of this expectation invites the audience
to question whether the act of waiting – or existence itself – can be validated
merely by the wait even if it proves fruitless and Godot doesn’t come.
At numerous instances, Beckett suggests that the day’s end will bring Godot.
Looking at the sky, Vladimir asks, ‘Will night never come?’ The foppish Pozzo, whom
Vladimir and Estragon meet on the road, recommends they keep waiting to hold
their ‘appointment’: ‘I’d wait till it was black night before I gave up.’ Their waiting for
Godot is tied to the day/night cycle. Such an orderly structure would provide the
pair with stability and hope, as it confines them to a finite window for waiting. Beckett
sets up the expectation of ‘appointment’, only to provide us with disappointment.
Lucky, Pozzo’s subservient, reassures the characters that the changing of the
sky is meaningful, even if it cannot fully be unravelled. In an obscure ramble,
he says that ‘it’ – whatever ‘it’ may be – ‘will fire the firmament that is to say blast
hell to heaven so blue still and calm so calm with a calm which even though
intermittent is better than nothing but not so fast...’ The calmness of the sky
emerging from the chaos of his speech becomes a shelter from the anxiety of
Godot’s absence – at least it is ‘better than nothing’. The daytime sky promises
night. He suggests that such systems of time are useful to the extent that they
reassuringly help us make sense of the world, but they can also be arbitrary
and unreliable because these processes are not in reality grounded by meaning.
But as night approaches, we are faced, not with Godot, but rather a boy. Though
everything points to a climactic shift, the messenger boy claims that Godot will come
tomorrow. Vladimir mirrors the audience’s deflation: ‘Is that all?’ After the messenger
leaves, the ‘light suddenly fails’ and he cries ‘At last!’ Evoking Friedrich’s painting,
the two stare at the moon with renewed (but ultimately futile) optimism for Godot’s
arrival tomorrow: ‘Tomorrow everything will be better.’ Night becomes a temporary
source of relief as they are revived with the purpose of Godot’s arrival the next day.

Artwork by Aimee Henderson

But the second act merely follows the first. ‘It’s always at nightfall’ Vladimir
remarks frustratingly, given the Godotlessness of the night before. Beckett renews
the connection between nightfall and Godot, and repeats its disappointment.
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As Godot fails to come twice, Vladimir, Estragon and the audience’s wait is
retrospectively rendered meaningless. Like the pair, the audience are led to
believe that the approach of night will coincide with Godot’s arrival. Although
the sky promises to track their waiting, we are left frustrated. The lack of
conclusion probes the audience to uncomfortably ask, if night can come without
Godot, what else can the end of the day (or the end of days) fail to bring?

Cheveley is not the play’s only character to attempt a pseudo-philosophical
analysis of pessimism and, despite her discussion providing next to no illumination
on the issue, she enjoys marginally more insight than her peers. Sir Robert
Chiltern MP, the victim of Cheveley’s attempted blackmail, is more vague when
he suggests that optimism and pessimism are ‘the only two fashionable religions
left to us nowadays.’ When asked whether he is himself a pessimist, Lord Goring,
the dandyish son of the formidable Lord Caversham, replies ‘No... I am not a
Pessimist. Indeed, I am not sure that I quite know what pessimism really means.’
The characters do directly raise the matter but only in the most oblique terms.
Rather than genuinely promoting pessimism as an ideology to subscribe
to, Wilde instead mentions it in order to give the audience the tools
with which to view his comedy: the ‘blue spectacles’ of pessimism allow
us to see the world through the same wryly cynical lens that he does.
Goring’s confusion is unsurprising: Wilde is quick as ever to poke fun at the
aristocracy in An Ideal Husband, settling into a comic mode of wealth-baiting.
His play is founded on sketches that see the supposedly great and good reduced
to little more than expensively dressed airheads. Goring and his father Lord
Caversham are perhaps most often the targets of this satire. The younger man
speaks to his father almost exclusively in pompous self-defeating witticisms such
as, ‘I love talking about nothing, father. It is the only thing I know anything about.’
Caversham’s traditional, Victorian masculinity can barely contain itself as he
attempts to grapple with Goring’s impetuosity, blustering, ‘Do you always really
understand what you say, sir?’ Both father and son are targeted for their laughable
idleness and stupidity, as the audience is expected to realise and adhere to
the stereotype of the gormless aristocracy. The humour is rooted in a faith that
those watching the play will share Wilde’s blue-tinted view of the upper classes.
The playwright’s attacks on British politics follow the same format as those on
class, as the audience is asked to suspend any sympathy they may have for
politicians and join in the game of satire. In the first act, Lady Basildon declares, ‘I
delight in talking politics. ... But I can’t bear listening to them. I don’t know how the
unfortunate men in the House stand those long debates.’ Goring’s answering quip,
‘By never listening’, elicited as many laughs in the play’s 2018 run at the Vaudeville
as it must have done on opening night in 1895. The continuing success of the joke
relies upon the modern audience subscribing to the same idea of politicians being
inherently lazy and ineffectual that was prevalent in the late nineteenth-century.
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Blue Spectacles

Beckett’s use of the sky translates to a broad existential commentary. The
correspondence between the night and meaning (in the form of Godot) would be a
reassurance against the idea of empty waiting. Godot’s arrival would give purpose
to the character’s wait; his absence threatens them with purposelessness. Estragon
remarks, ‘We always find something, eh Didi [Vladimir], to give us the impression
we exist’. The fiction that night will bring Godot is one such ‘impression’, and one
that sustains the audience as much as it sustains the characters: we wait as they do.

‘Optimism begins with a broad grin, and pessimism ends with blue
spectacles’, or at least so Mrs Cheveley claims in Oscar Wilde’s 1895 play
An Ideal Husband. Rather than simply being a witty epigram typical of
the playwright, the line designates pessimism as one of the key elements
of Wilde’s comedy. But what exactly does it mean to wear blue glasses?

SOPHIE PARKER discusses pessimism in Oscar Wilde’s An Ideal Husband.

Two days in two acts pass, and the two characters and the audience are
twice left frustrated. The coming of night itself does not satisfy the duo, as
its symbolic representation for change is lost when Godot does not come.
Vladimir is struck by the terrifying prospect of endless waiting: ‘waiting for
the night, waiting for Godot, waiting for . . . waiting.’ Finally, the boy comes
to tell the pair that Godot will not come again: ‘sun sets, the moon rises’. The
audience become participants in the play: we are waiting for waiting and
feel the same disillusionment as the characters with each disappointment.

THEATRE
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In spite of its pervasive cynicism, the play ends on a jarringly optimistic
note. Resolving the marital problems that she and Sir Robert endure
throughout the play, Lady Chiltern asserts that ‘For both of us a new
life is beginning’. Wilde inverts Cheveley’s notion that optimism is a
deceptively positive starting point, and pessimism a natural ending. While
he begins with and follows a drily pessimistic outlook for most of the play,
he concludes with the broad grin (and perhaps a misty eye) of optimism.
Closing lines aside, Wilde revels in the cynical comedy he creates in An
Ideal Husband. In order for this humour to function with maximum effect, the
audience must either wear the same blue spectacles that he does in writing it,
or at least be aware of how the world appears through them. Shared prejudices
and a pessimistic outlook may at first seem counterintuitive to humour, but
here they are manipulated into the very instruments which drive the comedy.

Artwork by Aimee Henderson
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